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(*)Concentrate on high-pT commissioning and physics with ATLAS and CMS  - apologies to the other experiments !
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Setting the Stage

Motivation for a Huge Machine
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Scales …
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Cross sections of 
hadron and lepton-pair 
production have been 
verified up to O(1 TeV)  

SM predicts top mass through virtual “loop” effects

Electromagnetic and 
weak unification at the 
electroweak scale has 
been well tested 

The “asymptotic 
freedom” property of 
QCD has been tested 
to the percent level 

The “universality” of 
the weak interaction 
has been verified to 
the 0.3% level 

All observed processes 
violating matter-
antimatter symmetry are 
predicted by the SM

CPCP

The predicted tininess 
of an elementary 
electric dipole moment 
has been verified to 
the 10–27 ecm level
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CPCP

The predicted electron 
and muon magnetic 
moments have been 
verified to the parts 
per million level   

Muon spin precession frequency in 
magnetic field measured at Brookhaven  

e

γ

γ

Q
E
D

During the last 35 years, the SM has been experimentally verified to extreme precisions

T h e   S t a n d a r d   M o d e l   ( S M )

Many, many more successful tests ….
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T h e   S t a n d a r d   M o d e l   ( S M )

soooo… What’s the Problem ?
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T h e   P r o b l e m   i s   . . .

The Higgs is not yet discovered !
The Higgs is the only fundamental scalar
What is the origin of the huge mass hierarchy between matter particles ?

. . .   a n d : 
Dark matter (and, perhaps, dark energy)
Baryogenesis and Leptogenesis (Matter-Antimatter asymmetry)
Grand Unification of the forces (related to baryon decay)
The gauge hierarchy Problem
The strong CP Problem (why is θ ~ 0 ?) 
Neutrino masses
Gravitation

Neutrino masses and inclusion 
of gravity in the SM require new 
physics at the scales ~1014 GeV
and ~1019 GeV, respectively ! 
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The Mass of the Scalar is Unprotected
If a Higgs boson with mass < 1 TeV is discovered, the Standard Model is complete !

However, when computing radiative corrections to the bare Higgs mass a problem occurs:

t

t

H H

H H

, , ,H W Z γ

Higgs 
radiative
corrections

Integral quadratically divergent
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∫ ∫where:

The cut-off sets the scale where new particles and physical laws must come in 

Above the EW scale we only know of two scales: GUT (~1016 GeV) and Planck (~1019 GeV)

Such a cut-off would require an incredible amount of finetuning to keep mH light and stable

}
( )

?
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The “Hierarchy” Problem

…denotes this finetuning of parameters, and the strong dependence of physics at the 
weak scale on the physics at (presumably) much higher scale.

If the Higgs radiative corrections are cut off at the scale of gravity, why is the scale of 
electroweak symmetry breaking so different from the scale of gravity? Why is mW MPl ?

Equivalently, why is gravity so weak?
2

22
Pl

1  
4 2F N

W

gG G
Mm

= =

New physics appears not much above the EW scale and regularises the quadratic 
divergences

New physics modifies the running of the couplings, approaching GUT to the EW scale 

Gravity is not as weak as we think, it’s only diluted in our 4D world but it is as strong as EW 
interactions in, e.g., 5 or more dimensions,  (MPl)5D ~ O(TeV)

Anthropic principle: the theory is finetuned. Explanation for parameter values is statistical 
rather than dynamic

Possible solutions to the hierarchy problem:

The Gauge Hierarchy Problem…
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S t a n d a r d   M o d e l
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M o t i v a t i o n   f o r   a                
H u g e   M a c h i n e 

Most SM extensions solve the hierarchy problem and provide dark 
matter candidates by introducing new particles at the TeV scale

To find these, we need a new, huge collider providing hard 
parton collisions with centre-of-mass energy well above 1 TeV
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C E R N ,   t h e   L H C   a n d   A T L A S  

E x p e r i m e n t a l   C h a l l e n g e s
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F o u r   M a j o r   E x p e r i 
m e n t s   a t   t h e   L H C

LHC: The Accelerator Challenge

The search for new phenomena exploits ever smaller distances ever larger energies

The LHC collides protons at ECM = 14 TeV probing a distance of 1.4 10–20 m ?                  
… not quite, since protons are composites: the energy is distributed among its partons

ATLAS CMS LHCb

… and also ALICE !

Want to produce rare new particles need high intensity beams

Proton energy is limited by magnets that guide the circular beams

Eproton ~ 0.3·B·r : since radius is fixed (4.3 km), use as strong fields as possible (> 8 T),             
and fill all free LHC sections with dipole magnets (~2/3)
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Accelerators for the LHC

PS

SPS

LHC

20 minutes are required to accelerate a proton in the LHC from 450 GeV to 7 TeV

LHC has 4 large experiments: ATLAS, CMS, LHCb, ALICE

ATLAS

CMS

ALICE

LHCb

m
ax: 150 m

LIN-
AC2

BOO-
STER

PS

SPS

LHC

50 MeV

1.4 GeV

26 GeV

450 GeV

7 TeV

PROTONS
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T h e   L H C   ― D i p o l e   S e c t i o n

1232 superconducting dipoles
8.3 Tesla E = 7 TeV
11850 A current
392 focusing quadrupoles
3700 multipole corrector magnets
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2808 bunches filled with 1011 protons à 7 TeV per bunch
360 MJ stored energy per proton beam 

Equivalent to Colliding 2×120 Elephants

120 elephants with 40 km/h 120 elephants with 40 km/h

Big challenge to control (and 
dump) the stored energy and to 
avoid damage 

Eye of a needle: 0.3 mm diameter

Proton beams at interaction point are 
20 x smaller: 16 μm diameter

T h e   L H C   ― S t o r e d   E n e r g y
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T h e   L H C   ― P i c t u r e s

Dipole storage on car-parks all over CERNLowering through an elliptical shaftQuality Control Transport with optically guided vehicleInterconnection welding
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T h e   H i g h – pT L H C   D e t e c t o r s

ATLAS and CMS are “general purpose detectors”, capable of adequately covering 
the entire physics programme reachable with high-luminosity 14 TeV pp collisions 

From charm and beauty physics at lowest transverse momenta (~3 GeV) …

… to new physics searches up to the highest reachable scales (~4 TeV)
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W, Z production

gluon-to-Higgs fusion

squarks, gluinos
(m ~ 1 TeV)

,W Z
q

q

g

g

t
0H

g

g

q%

q%

High-pT QCD jetsg

g

Quark-flavour
productiong

g

q

q

Many orders of magnitude between QCD background 
and primary physics channels 

This fact drives the detector design

Cross Sections
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High charged multiplicity                
(O(1000) tracks per event, 1012 / sec)

Irradiation rate / 10 LHC years: 
5×1014 neq/cm2 (300 kGray [= J/kg])

~300 Mbytes/seconds data rate
(200 Hz × O(1.5 MB/event))

~1 GHz interaction rate at L = 1034

cm–2s–1 (~25 ias. per bunch crossing)

LHC and data conditions:

Requirements from LHC Conditions 

Design challenges:

Fast trigger, precise timing and “pipeline”
electronics: Level-1 latency < 2.5μs

40 MHz bunch crossing rate 
(25ns = 7.5m bunch spacing)

Efficient pattern recognition to reduce:
GHz → L1 → 75 kHz → HLT→ 200 Hz → Disk

Powerful data processing farms: distribute 
data analysis to computing centres worldwide

Radiation hard inner tracker (pixel with large 
S/B) and forward calorimeter technology

High-granular pixel/silicon or fine-grained 
straw tracker technologies

High background rates (beam halo 
muons, neutrons, beam-gas collisions)

Precise muon timing, redundant pattern 
recognition, radiation hardness 
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Requirements from Physics Programme

top mass Excellent jet energy calibration, resolution
and uniformity, excellent b-tagging

SUSY with R-parity, SUSY Higgs

RS KK modes

Excellent jet & ET,miss resolution, low noise, 
τ identification, maximum acceptance

Good tracking (incl.charge ID) and calorimeter 
resolution at O(TeV), little calo saturation

H → γγ, 4e, 4μ, ττ (WBF) Excellent PID, resolution & uniformity, 
efficient high-lumi tracking, forward jets

Bs(d)→ μμ and Bs → J/ψ φ Trigger efficiency (pT(μ) > 3 GeV) and purity      
(HLT tracking reconstructs charge, vertex and B mass)

W mass Excellent tracking alignment, calorimeter
uniformity & missing transv. E resolution

SUSY event 
with missing 
ET in CMS 
detector 

SUSY event 
with missing 
ET in CMS 
detector 

Hadronic 
top mass 
with 2 b-
tags

Hadronic 
top mass 
with 2 b-
tags

Transverse W-
mass spectrum

Transverse W-
mass spectrum

Higgs mass over 
background in H →γγ

Higgs mass over 
background in H →γγ Mc = 4 TeV

100 fb–1

mλλ (GeV)

Broad KK resonance 
in RS model 

Broad KK resonance 
in RS model 

Some benchmark analyses Design challenges:
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T r a d i n g   t h e   R e q u i r e m e n t s

A T L A S   &   C M S

Hidden valley Z’ decay in CMS
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ATLAS (7 ktons) CMS (12.5 ktons)

INNER TRACKER

• Silicon pixels + strips
• TRT with particle identification
• B = 2T
• σ(pT) ~ 3.8% (at 100 GeV, η = 0)

• Silicon pixels + strips
• No dedicated particle identification
• B = 4T  
• σ(pT) ~ 1.5% (at 100 GeV, η = 0)

MAGNETS
• 4 Magnets
• Solenoid + Air-core muon toroids
• Calorimeters outside solenoid field 

• 1 Magnet 
• Solenoid
• Calorimeters inside field

EM CALORIMETER

• Pb / Liquid Ar sampling accordion
• σ(E) ~ 10–12% / √E ⊕ 0.2–0.35%                
• Longitudinal segmentation 
• Saturation at ~ 3 TeV

• PbWO4 scintillation crystals 
• σ(E) ~ 3–5.5% / √E  ⊕ 0.5%
• No longitudinal segmentation
• Saturation at 1.7 TeV

HAD CALORIMETER
• Fe / Scint. tiles (EC: Cu-liquid Ar)
• σ(E) ~ 45% / √E  ⊕ 1.3% (Barrel)

• Cu (EC: brass) / Scint. tiles
• Tail catchers outside solenoid
• σ(E) ~ 100% / √E ⊕ 8% (Barrel)

MUON 
• Drift tubes & CSC (fwd) + RPC/TGC
• σ(pT) ~ 10.5% / 10.4% (1 TeV, η = 0)
(standalone / combined with tracker)

• Drift tubes & CSC (EC) + RPC
• σ(pT) ~ 13% / 4.5% (1 TeV, η = 0)
(standalone / combined with tracker)

ATLAS & CMS: Design & Performance Overview
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CMS: emphasis on excellent 
electron/photon and tracking 
(muon) resolution

ATLAS: emphasis on excellent 
jet and missing-ET resolution, 
particle identification, and 
standalone muon measurement

Both: excellent hermeticity – very few “cracks”
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D e t e c t o r   C o m m i s s i o n i n g

ATLAS barrel toroid magnets
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Perform and maximally exploit test-beam measurements to understand detector 
components and tune simulation

Perform realistic dress rehearsals to test acquisition, streaming and distribution of data  

Test calibration and alignment procedures with “as-installed” simulation samples

Precisely map B-fields with survey data from magnetic probes

Electronics channels are calibrated and mapped as dead or noisy with charge and/or 
external source injections, and cosmic ray events 

Collect large cosmic ray muon samples for initial detector alignment (barrel), and to 
provide reference for precise optical alignment system of muon spectrometer

Use beam halo events for initial end-cap alignment

Need to early and fully commission the experiments to reach performance goals

Before LHC collisions:

Start-up Detector Commissioning (I)
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With LHC collisions:

Start-up Detector Commissioning (II)

Time-in detector components with LHC bunches and trigger signal

Subsequently operate hardware and software triggers with min. bias events; first com-
mission single-object triggers, followed by topological signatures, isolation and ET,miss

Copious isolated tracks used to improve inner tracker alignment; use additional 
information from E/p of tracks with opposite charge, and K0, Λb mass and lifetimes

Initial monitor of uniformity (azimuthally and ±η) of calorimeter response

Initial checks of calorimeter simulation by comparing track E/p and jet shower shapes

Collect low-pT leptons from c, b and J/ψ, ϒ → μμ decays (>100k registered J/ψ /pb–1)

Collect high-pT leptons from W and Z decays (~7k/pb–1 and ~2k/pb–1)

Map pre-calorimeter material to O(1%) with photon conversions, bremsstrahlung, also 
use momentum dependence of invariant mass reconstruction of light resonances
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With LHC collisions:

Start-up Detector Commissioning (III)

EM inter-calibration with inclusive electrons, later with Z → ee (~100 pb–1 for 0.7% EM 
uniformity), also for global EM energy scale (similar: μ scale with Z → μμ)

Hadronic track and jet inter-calibration with E/p, ET balancing in di-jet, γ-jet, Z-jet 
events; global jet energy scale to < 5% after few months 

Jet calibration with ttbar events, with W→ jj & W→ e/μν (~250/pb–1); calibrate b-tagging

ET,miss reconstruction requires event cleaning from beam halo, beam-gas collisions, 
cavern bkg, cosmics, and accurate mapping of instrumental deficiencies 

Study of ET,miss tails with min. bias (ET,miss vs ΣET), Z, W events ~5% scale accuracy 
with 100 pb–1

Measure e and μ efficiencies and fake rates from Z→ee,μμ “tag-and-probe” method

Measure first differential and total cross sections for SM processes, study underlying 
event, verify PDFs, search for extraordinary physics, …
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Start-up Programme in a Nutshell

1 fb–1

100 pb–1

10 pb–1

Integrated 
luminosity

Initial detector and trigger synchronisation and commis-
sioning, calibration & alignment, material mapping, …
Search for extraordinary new physics signatures              

Accurate in-situ alignment & e/μ/jet/ET,miss calibrations
Understand SUSY and Higgs backgrounds from SM
Initial SUSY and MSSM Higgs sensitivity (ET → ~2 TeV)

Higgs discovery sensitivity (MH = 130 ~ 500 GeV) 
Explore SUSY and new resonances to O(TeV)

Time
LHC startup

Test beams, 
Cosmic runs, 
Pre-alignment 
and calibration, 
Data processing 
dress rehearsals              
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B e f o r e   B e a m :  T e s t   B e a m s

Both ATLAS and CMS have performed a series of measurements with test 
beams of known energies, and different particle types. Electrons, photons, 
muons, pions, protons with energies between 2 and 250 GeV and varying 
magnetic field configurations were collected.

Aims: test tracking efficiency, alignment and particle ID, (inter-)calibrate 
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, test muon trigger efficiency, 
tune Monte Carlo simulation, …
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“H8” Beam Line for ATLAS 2004 Test Beam

Beam lineBeam line

Detector elementsDetector elements

Beam line produces hadrons, electrons, muons from 1 to 350 GeV from initial SPS protons

(dipole)

Incoming 
beam

Target and 
particle 
selection via 
spectrometer 
upstream

Spectrometer for low-energy particles   
(1–9 GeV) created in secondary target

Incoming 
beam

Beam to 
experiment

Trigger 
scintillators
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ATLAS EM Energy Reconstruction 

The Liquid-Argon sampling calorimeter measures shaped pulse shapes
With collisions: 5 samples around peak are sent from FEB ROD where EM energy is computed
For cosmics: peak position unknown send up to 32 samples offline and fit pulseshape

How to transform 
measured ADC 
counts into Energy ?

25 ns sampling
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ATLAS EM Energy Reconstruction 

Pulse Samples

Cell 
energy “Optimal Filtering” Coefficients

ADC to DAC (Ramps)

Pedestals
Calibration 

board
Sampling 
fraction

Sampled at 40 MHz 
and digitised
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ATLAS EM Energy Reconstruction 

Pulse Samples

Cell 
energy Pedestals

Pedestals, noise, autocorrelation: obtained regularly from random triggers in physics 
events (use filled bunches to subtract physics background) – performed after each LHC fill

Pedestal 
measurements 
versus time
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ATLAS EM Energy Reconstruction 

Pulse Samples

Cell 
energy

ADC to DAC (Ramps)

Ramps: dedicated electronics calibration runs, injecting known charge and measuring 
ADC output (~linear dependence) 

Calibration 
board

DAC μA conversion: is related to the calibration injection resistance and is computed 
taking into account cable and other attenuations

μA MeV conversion: factor given by: (I / E × fsampling) –1, where “I / E” is energy-to-
current conversion factor

Sampling 
fraction

Delay: calibration signal injection (close to physical one) to measure signal shape OFC

Mphys / Mcali: corrects for differences in calibration and physics pulse shapes

“Optimal Filtering” Coefficients

This procedure provides the EM energy scale

Physics events will be used to achieve 
absolute EM calibration

For hadrons and jets, one needs to account for 
hadronic shower corrections pass from the 
EM to the hadronic scale
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Electromagnetic Energy Resolution & Uniformity 

“Stochastic term”
Shower fluctuations
and containment

“Constant term”
Non-uniformities in calorimeter 
response due to inhomogeneities, 
non-linearities

“Noise term”
Electronics noise
(pile-up also contributes)

( )       
 (GeV) (GeV)

E S NC
E EE

σ
= ⊕ ⊕

H4 beam line, 2006:
9 of 36 Super-modules in e– beam
central impact

Result for ~ 0 X0

H8 beam line, 2004:
CTB – full barrel slice

Result for 1.6 X0

Constant ATLAS CMS
S 10–12 % 3–5.5 %

C 0.2–0.35 %

250 MeV

0.5 %

N 200–600 MeV

0 120 GeV

1.2 GeV  (ATLAS)
( )   

0.7 GeV  (CMS)2H
H H

EH
M p M

ME
E

γ

γ
γ

σ
σ

= =

⎧
∝ ≈ ⎨

⎩

Back-on-the-envelope for H → γγ :

But: full picture must include error on opening anlge
(θγγ), and γ → e–e+ conversions (20–50%) 

[ CMS, ICATPP-07 
proceedings ]

|η| ~ 0.2

|η| ~ 0.9

|η| ~ 1.2

|η| ~ 2.0

Simulated single-photon 
sample with pT = 35 GeV

H4 beam line, 2006:
9 of 36 Super-

modules in               
e– beam

〈σ〉 = 0.27 %

which is 
largely 
sufficient
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Hadronic (Pion) Energy Reconstruction

A hadronic shower consists of:
EM energy (e.g., π0 → γγ) O(50%)

Non-EM energy (e.g., dE/dx from π±,µ±,K±) O(25%)

Invisible energy (nuclear fission/excitation, 
neutrons) O(25%) causes worse HAD E resolution

Escaped energy (e.g. neutrinos) O(2%)

Simulation of 
hadron shower

Reconstructed energy for 
100 GeV pion beams 

E [GeV]
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Hadronic (Pion) Energy Reconstruction

Energy resolution from test 
beam data 

Hadrons: stochastic: ~53 %, 
constant: ~3 %, noise: ~0.5 GeV

Jets (central, MC): stochastic: ~60 %, 
constant: ~3 %, noise: ~0.5 GeV

Missing transverse energy:                
σ(ET,miss) / ΣET ≈ 55 % 

MC (Geant4.8.3 QGSP+Bertini)

Test beam data
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B e f o r e   B e a m :  C o s m i c   R a y s

Both ATLAS and CMS have performed large campaigns of cosmic ray 
data taking, initially with individual systems, later the whole detectors.

Aims: tracking alignment (with and without magnetic field), test for dead 
channels, test muon trigger efficiency, measure calorimeter pulse shapes, 
tune Monte Carlo simulation, …



Cosmic Rays 

Cosmic nuclei (90% protons) interact 
strongly with the earth’s atmosphere, 
creating hadrons that decay to 
minimum ionising relativistic muons, 
which reach see level on earth. 



Cosmic Rays 

Discovery of anti-electron (positron) in cosmic rays, by Carl Anderson (Cal Tech, USA), 1932.

63 MeV 
positive 
track

23 MeV 
positive 
track

6mm Pb plate



Cosmic Rays 

π–

π+

Discovery of strange particles: 

In 1946, Rochester and Butler (Manchester) observe two tracks “out of nothing”, i.e. from a decay of a neutral particle.

KS



Simulated cosmic flux in ATLAS cavern: integration over 10 msec



Muon flux at surface:                                       
~130 Hz / m2 for Eμ > 1 GeV
average energy  ~4 GeV

Muon flux in ATLAS detector (simulation):                       
~4 kHz in muon fiducial volume                           
~15 Hz in TRT barrel

Charge ratio: μ+ / μ– ~ 1.27                             
[ T. Hebbeker, C. Timmermans, hep-ph/0102042 ] 

Muon flux at surface:                                       
~130 Hz / m2 for Eμ > 1 GeV
average energy  ~4 GeV

Muon flux in ATLAS detector (simulation):                       
~4 kHz in muon fiducial volume                           
~15 Hz in TRT barrel

Charge ratio: μ+ / μ– ~ 1.27                             
[ T. Hebbeker, C. Timmermans, hep-ph/0102042 ] 

Simulated cosmic flux in ATLAS cavern: integration over 10 msec

10 ms of cosmics10 ms of cosmics

ATLAS Cavern



Simulated cosmic flux in ATLAS cavern: integration over 10 msec

10 ms of cosmics10 ms of cosmics

Elevator 
shaft

Elevator 
shaft

Muon flux at surface:                                       
~130 Hz / m2 for Eμ > 1 GeV
average energy  ~4 GeV

Muon flux in ATLAS detector (simulation):                       
~4 kHz in muon fiducial volume                           
~15 Hz in TRT barrel

Charge ratio: μ+ / μ– ~ 1.27                             
[ T. Hebbeker, C. Timmermans, hep-ph/0102042 ] 

Muon flux at surface:                                       
~130 Hz / m2 for Eμ > 1 GeV
average energy  ~4 GeV

Muon flux in ATLAS detector (simulation):                       
~4 kHz in muon fiducial volume                           
~15 Hz in TRT barrel

Charge ratio: μ+ / μ– ~ 1.27                             
[ T. Hebbeker, C. Timmermans, hep-ph/0102042 ] 
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A cosmic 
muon 
track in 
ATLAS
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A cosmic 
muon 
track in 
ATLAS
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A cosmic 
muon 
track in 
CMS

ECAL in magenta, HCAL in blue, tracker and muon hits in green
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More Cosmic Muons (both charges!) …

Through barrel and endcap muon detectors
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No solenoid field With 2T solenoid field

TRT

SCT

Pixel

TRT

SCT

Pixel
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Cosmic Tracks in Silicon Detectors 
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Cosmic Tracks in Transition Radiation Tracker
Cosmics run with solenoid, 22-25 Aug

Particle shower in the endcapParticle shower in the endcap

ShowerShower
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Cosmic Muon Movie
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Cosmic Rays Can Shower and Produce Jets

Run: 69373, Event: 41682, May 20, 2008 Run: 29576, Event: 345295, Nov 5, 2007

Cosmic Air shower in MS, Tile and LArCosmic event with many jets                                     
(6 jets with ET > 20 GeV observed; probably air shower)

Cosmic Air shower in CMS, O(10-100) muons
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Cosmic Ray Data Collection

ATLAS and CMS took years of cosmic ray commissioning data with increasingly 
complex detector systems: full detector runs since Sep 2008

ATLAS: 216 million cosmic ray events 
recorded between Sep 13 and Oct 29, 
2008 with full detector

CMS: 370 million cosmic ray events 
recorded between Oct 13 and Nov 11, 
2008 with full detector

CRAFT
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T r a c k i n g   A l i g n m e n t 

Both ATLAS and CMS have huge muon systems and positioning requirements of 
O(10th of μm) to measure momenta and charges in TeV range. 

Although the detectors are placed with greatest care, the knowledge of the actual 
position is insufficient. 

Alignment signifies to measure the real detector positions and orientations and 
correct the reconstruction software accordingly. Several methods and layers exist.
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Resolution (barrel numbers):
• Pixel: 10 μm [rφ],  115 μm [z], 1744 modules
• SCT: 17 μm [rφ],  580 μm [z], 4088 modules
• TRT: 130 μm [rφ] / straw,       2688 modules

Resolution (barrel numbers):
• Pixel: 10 μm [rφ],  115 μm [z], 1744 modules
• SCT: 17 μm [rφ],  580 μm [z], 4088 modules
• TRT: 130 μm [rφ] / straw,       2688 modules

Inner 
Tracker 
Alignment

Source of information for alignment:
Assembly knowledge: construction precision and survey, for initial precision 
corrections and errors

Online monitoring and alignment: lasers, cameras, before and during run

Offline track-based alignment: using physics and track residual information

Offline monitoring: using physics, tracks and particle ID parameters

Source of information for alignment:
Assembly knowledge: construction precision and survey, for initial precision 
corrections and errors

Online monitoring and alignment: lasers, cameras, before and during run

Offline track-based alignment: using physics and track residual information

Offline monitoring: using physics, tracks and particle ID parameters

Challenge: track degradation due to misalignment < 20% of resolutionChallenge: track degradation due to misalignment < 20% of resolution
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Momentum Measurement in Tracking Device

Charged particles deflection in magnetic field: 

Lorentz force ⊥ to B-field and to particle direction

Particle trajectory projected onto plane ⊥ to B-field is circle with radius: [GeV][m]
0.3 [T]

Tpr
B

=
⋅

Obtain r and pT from measurement of sagitta: 

L

s

r

r

Si clusters / drift circles
track fit

Track fitting in LHC environment challenging

Must handle ambiguities, hit overlaps, multiple 
scattering, bremsstrahlung, multiple vertices, …

Track fitters take Gaussian noise (Kalman) 
and non-Gaussian noise (GSM) into account

Fitter must be fast, used in high-level trigger

( )1  (if )         and   
8

T
T T

T

pLr s L p p
s s p

σ
≈ ⇒ ∝ ∝

For pT = 10 … 1000 GeV r = 17 … 1700 m (cf, rID ~ 1 m)

… and if pT < 0.7 the particle is trapped in solenoid “loopers”Solenoid

Solenoid

Had Cal

B-field 
inhomo-
geneities

Flux return

Flux return

Had Cal

EM Cal

EM Cal

Beam axis

B-field map 
accuracy ~10–4

Special thanks to L. Chevalier

3.8T field map

Solenoid

Solenoid

Beam axis

Flux return

Flux return
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Track-Based Alignment

Minimise track residuals by fitting detector positions (layers and modules)

residual

track 
fit

silicon 

strip 

module

Global χ2 minimisation of N linear equations

m – model (track), α are track parameters
hi – measured hit and error σi

3 translations + 3 rotations 6 DoF / module

Total of ~40,000 DoF constrained by hits

Depending of level of alignment (whole 
barrel/endcap, layers/disks, modules)   
different solving techniques can be used

The correlations between fit parameters are 
important to help the fit converge rapidly

{ }

2
2

hits

( ) i

i i

m hαχ
σ∈

⎛ ⎞−
= ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑

r

Magnetic field OFF ON

All Tracks 4.9 M 2.7 M

SCT Tracks 1.2 M 880 k

Pixel Tracks 230 k 190 k
ATLAS track statistics since Sep 2008



Results with Cosmic Muon Tracks

But… does this really mean it’s all good ?
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“Weak Modes”

Residuals insensitive against some types of misalignment effect on physics !

Simulation exercise 
with misalignment
Simulation exercise 
with misalignment

Constrain weak modes via use of 
– cosmic ray, beam halo & beam collision data
– vertex and beam spot constraints
– resonance masses (Z, J/ψ, ϒ, K0, …)
– E/p

Constrain weak modes via use of 
– cosmic ray, beam halo & beam collision data
– vertex and beam spot constraints
– resonance masses (Z, J/ψ, ϒ, K0, …)
– E/p



Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT)
3 layers in each barrel and endcap
Precision z measurements (80 μm / DT)

Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) / Fast (4 ns) z and φ trigger chambers

Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC)
MWPCs with cathodes segmented 
in strips, z (precise) and φ info

Resistive Plate 
Chambers (RPC)
Fast (7 ns) z and φ
trigger chambers

Sectors 
overlap in φ

ATLAS Muon System – Active Material

Huge volumes – to be aligned at 35 μm !?
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Primary electrons drift towards thin anode wire

Charge amplification during drift ( 104) in high E
field in vicinity of wire: E(r) ∝ U0 / r

Signal rises with number of primary e’s (dE/dx) 
[signal dominated by ions need differentiator]

Macroscopic drift time: vD /c ~10–4 ~30 ns/mm

Determine vD from difference between DT signal 
peaking time and expected particle passage

Spatial resolution depends on track path:                 
~200/60/120 μm at wire/half middle/border 
Average: ~90 μm/tube σ(z) ~ 90/√6 = 37μm/ch.

Example: simulated muon in MDTsExample: simulated muon in MDTs (aligned !)

If the alignment (chamber position) shall not 
limit momentum (and charge!) measurement       

it needs to be better than 35 μm

Alignment Requirements: ATLAS Muons

Drift tubes: detection technique for charged particles based on gas ionisation and 
drift time measurement

TRT : Kapton tubes,       ∅ = 4 mm
DT  : Aluminium tubes, ∅ = 3/4 cm (ATLAS/CMS)

Charged particle

Anode 
wire (HV+)

Cathode (HV–)

Noble 
Gas

Ionised 
electrons 
drifting to wire

Ions  
drift to 
cathode

Drift circle

rdrift
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Alignment Requirements: ATLAS Muons

Muon 
momentum:

20 GeV

3 Barrel MDT 
stations (full 
distance ~5m)
Each with 6 
drift tube 
layers

z

r

Toroid fields bend tracks in z direction, instead of r -φ as in the inner detector

σ(z) = 35 μm per chamber σ(s) ≈ (3/2)1/2 ·σ(z) = 43 μm                                                          
1 TeV track has s = 500 μm at η ≈ 0 < 10 % precision on momentum measurement

4 GeV
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Projective
Praxial
Bar
Polar
Proximity

ATLAS Optical Alignment System – Layout 

Inner

Middle

Outer

Inner 

Extended

Middle

BarrelBarrel EndcapEndcap

Outer

Chess pattern 

1-4 Led targets 

2 source types 
in ATLAS

3 point system: CCD, lens, source

Sensors
and Lens

SourceSensor

z
y

x

Outputs:

• Translation in x, y
• Rotation around 

optical axis
• Magnification

Main ingredients:

~6000 optical lines ~7000 optical lines

z
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Projective
Praxial
Bar
Polar
Proximity

ATLAS Optical Alignment System – Layout 

Inner

Middle

Outer

Inner 

Extended

Middle

BarrelBarrel EndcapEndcap

Outer

~6000 optical lines ~7000 optical lines

EndcapBarrel
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Muon Alignment Also Uses (Straight) Tracks 

Hits in 
middle 

chamber

Straight line fit

Track “residuals”

Hits in 
outer 

chamber

Hits in 
inner 

chamber

Compare residuals for straight cosmic 
tracks Nominal 

geometry

Optical 
alignment

Track-based 
alignment

BarrelBarrelLow-momentum muons, tails 
dominated by multiple scattering
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Muon Alignment Also Uses (Straight) Tracks 

Hits in 
middle 

chamber

Straight line fit

Track “residuals”

Hits in 
outer 

chamber

Hits in 
inner 

chamber

Compare residuals for straight cosmic 
tracks for different alignment setups

Optical endcap 
alignment:               
<s> = (–48±54) μm

EndcapEndcap
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Charged particles traversing a medium are deflected by successive small-angle scatters 

Angular distribution ~Gaussian, σMS ~ (L/X0)1/2/p, but also large angles from Rutherford 
scattering ~sin–4(θ/2)

Complicates track fitting, limits momentum measurement

Multiple Scattering
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Muon standalone resolution, |η| < 1.5

Total
Spectrometer entrance
DT resolution & calib.
Misalignment
Multiple scattering …
dE/dx fluctuations

ATLAS Muons Spectrometer Resolution

10 %
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More Cosmic Ray Results
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T r a c k i n g   a n d   C o s m i c s
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Muon Momentum and Charge Ratio

CMS measurement on surface using slice of muon DTs at B ~ 4 T, selecting high 
quality tracks with hits in at least 3 barrel stations, 2008 (MTCC)
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[ MINOS, Phys. Rev. D76, 052003 (2007) ]

[ CMS NOTE-2008/016 ]

Muon Momentum and Charge Ratio

CMS measurement on surface using slice of muon DTs at B ~ 4 T, selecting high 
quality tracks with hits in at least 3 barrel stations, 2008 (MTCC)
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Comparing Muon Spectrometer and Inner Tracker

Standalone measurements of cosmic muon tracks between muons spectrometer 
and inner detector allow interesting comparisons
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Comparing Muon Spectrometer and Inner Tracker

Standalone measurements of cosmic muon tracks between muons
spectromenter and inner detector allow interesting comparisons
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But – the tracks loose momentum by (mostly) ionisation when traversing the 
thick calorimeters and the solenoid …

Primary ionisation can generate 
secondary ionisation 

Primary 
ionization

Primary + 
secondary
ionization

Typically: 
Total ionization = 3 x primary ionization

~ 90 electrons/cm in gas at 1 bar 

MIP

Relativistic rise

3 3
Fe C

3
Pb

3
Cu

g gHAD cal: 200cm 0.4 11.8 0.6 2 2.1 GeV
cm cm

gEM cal: 100cm 0.4 16.9 1.0 GeV
cm

gSolenoid: 5cm 8.9 0.1 GeV
cm

dE dE
dx dx

dE
dx

dE
dx

⎛ ⎞
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞
⋅ ⋅ =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

Back-on-the-envelope:

~ 3.2 GeV muon energy loss

peak value 
at ~ 3 GeV

Comparing Muon Spectrometer and Inner Tracker
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Silicon Tracker Hit Efficiencies

Tracks from cosmic rays allow to determine hit efficiencies for the tracking devices 
1. Select tracks of good quality (large number of silicon hits, good χ2/ndof, small incident angle)
2. Exclude i-th layer hits (if there were)
3. Refit track without i-th layer hits
4. Calculate i-th layer hit efficiency within narrow road

Track hit finding efficiency
TIB and TOB layers
Track hit finding efficiency
TIB and TOB layers

Track hit finding efficiency
SCT barrel (dead strips included)

Track hit finding efficiency
SCT barrel (dead strips included)

Track hit finding efficiency
Pixel barrel
Track hit finding efficiency
Pixel barrel
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Silicon Detectors: Lorentz Angle

Did you notice ?

( ) :  ~1200 trackspp ttH bb→ →
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Lorentz Angle

The sensors are tilted relative to the pointing axis: SCT (11o) and Pixel (20o) (*)

The charges travelling through the Si substrate are deviated by 2T B field (Hall effect) 

Bz ⊗

Charged particle

αL Sensor angle 
w.r.t. track

Lorentz angle determined empirically
by minimising cluster width

αL= f (Vdepl) as bias voltage increases 
to cope with irradiation, αL decreaes

Lorentz 
force

–

+

(*) The actual Pixel and SCT Lorentz angles are 13o and 4o (no 
irradiation), and with opposite signs. The tilts chosen are due 
to technical reasons.
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Lorentz Angle Measurement

The Lorentz angle can be determined from cosmic ray tracks

Plot cluster width versus incident angle with respect to module normal

no magnetic field

with magnetic field

= (12.26 ±0.03) deg= (12.26 ±0.03) deg

MC/data discrepancy due to 
silicon temperature effects
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Particle Identification with the ATLAS TRT

e/π separation via transition radiation: polymer (PP) fibres/foils interleaved with DTs

Charged particle

Anode 
wire (HV+)

Cathode (HV–)

Nobel 
Gas

Fibres or foils

Electrons radiate more higher signal; 
PID info by counting high threshold hits

TR 
increases 
signal 

Transition radiation

pμ = 1 GeV pμ = 11 GeV pμ = 105 GeV
pe = 0.5 GeV
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C a l o r i m e t e r s   a n d   C o s m i c s
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Calorimeter Response with Cosmic Muons

Occupancy distribution of cosmic clusters in CMS Barrel ECAL (1.4 M cosmic rays) 

CRAFTη

φ

TOP BOTTOM

Masked 
trigger towers

Masked 
trigger towers

Low-voltage 
problems

Excess due to vertical muon fluxExcess due to P5 shaft proximity

Supermodule
(1700 crystals)

Supermodule
(1700 crystals)
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Muon ECAL Energy Distributions Data / MC

Although muons are MIPs, sometimes they leave significant energy in the 
calorimeters…

Spectrum of energy deposits in the ECAL 
barrel in cosmic muon runs with the magnetic 
field at 3.8T and the APD gain set to 4 times 
the LHC conditions

8.4 M muons
〈E〉 = 0.5 GeV
RMS = 2.0 GeV
Overflow = 328
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Muon Energy Distributions Data / MC

Compare muon energy release in EM calorimeter between data and MC

Average muon energy per cluster can be used to intercalibrate the calorimeter

Significant valiations along |η| 
due to varying geometry and 
muon path length in cells

Well reproduced by MC
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Br
em

ss
tra

hl
un

g 

Collision losses 

Measurement of muon dE/dx

ECAL energy deposit (dots) 
versus muon momentum 
compared to expectation 
from PbWO4 (solid line)

Statistical errors shown only

Results indicate the correctness of the 
tracker momentum scale and of the 
energy scale in ECAL calibrated with 
electron at test beams.

But – the tracks loose momentum by (mostly) ionisation when traversing the 
thick calorimeters and the solenoid …

Comparing Muon Spectrometer and Inner Tracker
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ECAL Intercalibration with Cosmic Muons

Energy response channel-by-channel variations – acceptable performance for 
startup required, then improved with physics calibration procedures (see later)

〈σ〉 = 1.5 – 2 %

36 Supermodules 
(100%) intercali-
brated with cosmics

9 Supermodules
(25%) intercali-
brated with electron 
beam

Selected muons aligned 
to crystal axis, reference 
energy 〈E〉 = 250 MeV

Intercalibration 
with cosmic 
muons:
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Hadronic Calorimeter Response

About 10 times larger measured muon energy in Had than in EM calorimeter 

CRAFT
Test Beam 2006
Pµ = 150 GeV/c
〈EHCAL〉 = 2.8 GeV
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Hadronic Calorimeter Response

HCAL (barrel) measured energy in data and MC for selected muons with tracks in 
DT and Inner Tracker (20 < pμ < 1000 GeV)

CRAFT
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S i n g l e   B e a m

A lucky period from Sep 10 to Sep 13 (CMS: Sep 15?), 2008 with single 
beam of 900 GeV in both directions of the LHC, a single bunch of ~3 billion 
protons – RF captured and not, with closed and open collimators, stable 
beam and beam losses …
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September 10th, 2008 – LHC Startup
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September 10th, 2008  – LHC Startup

LHC operation information Following the growing beam path
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September 10th – LHC Perspective (“The LHC is the Star”)

LHC “CCC” with operators, DG and pressLHC “CCC” with operators, DG and press
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September 10th – ATLAS Perspective

System crews in ACR watching event displaysSystem crews in ACR watching event displays
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September 10th – CMS Perspective

System crews in CMS Centre (CERN)System crews in CMS Centre (CERN)
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September 10th – LHCb Perspective

System crews in LHCb control room? System crews in LHCb control room? 
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ATLAS
Run 87764 
Event 40050 
Sep 10, 2008
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Runs 87764, Event 40050, Sep 10, 2008
Most spectacular: collimator “splash” event in ATLAS
“Splash” event in ATLAS 3D display
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Runs 87863, Event 2627, Sep 10, 2008
Most spectacular: collimator “splash” event in ATLAS
“Splash” event in ATLAS 3D display

Splash event in ATLAS Transition Radiation Tracker
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Beam also stopped in front of, and passed by CMS !
“Splash” event taken from: http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/performance/FirstBeam/cms-e-commentary.htm

Blue is energy in HCAL, green are RPC hits, and red are muon DT hits 
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Beam also stopped in front of, and passed by LHCb – here, only beam-1 is useful !

Inner tracking devices off, but outer tracker, calorimeters, RICH detectors and muon chambers recording
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Beam also stopped in front of, and passed by LHCb – here, only beam-1 is useful !
Collimator “splash” event read out with calorimeter and muon chambers

LHCb is capable of triggering and reading out up to 16 consecutive bunch crossings (every 25ns)


